
ClassicMarkSM Heritage MaximizerSM enhanced death benefit rider (Rider Series 2181). ClassicMarkSM 10, 10 LT (Contract Series411/411LG10/411LG86+/4190/4204); ClassicMarkSM 10 Plus, 
10 LT Plus (Contract Series 411/411LG10+/4179/4190/4204). IN NEW MEXICO—ClassicMarkSM 10 (Contract Series ANM411 LG10/ANM411 86+); ClassicMarkSM 10 Plus (Contract Series 
ANM411 LG10+). Products are single premium deferred fixed indexed annuities underwritten by Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company (Americo), 
Kansas City, MO, and may vary in accordance with state laws. Products are designed and exclusively marketed by Legacy Marketing Group®. Some products and benefits may not be 
available in all states. Certain restrictions and variations apply. Consult contract and riders for all limitations and exclusions. Legacy Marketing Group® and any licensed insurance agent/
agency shown on this ad are independent, authorized agents/agencies of Americo. Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company is authorized to conduct business in the District 
of Columbia and all states except NY.

 * Available upon death, surrender, or annuitization, less any withdrawals, surrender charges, and applicable premium tax.

 **Withdrawals may be subject to ordinary income tax, and a 10% IRS penalty may apply to withdrawals taken before age 59½.

 † Available for an additional charge. May not be available in all states.

 †† Rating for Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company (Americo), July 2017. Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company has a financial strength rating of A 
(Excellent, 3rd out of 15 rating categories). A.M. Best’s rating is assigned after a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative evaluation of a company’s balance sheet strength, operating 
performance, and business profile. A.M. Best uses a scale of 15 ratings, ranging from “A++” to “F.”

            No bank guarantee. • Not FDIC/NCUA/NCUSIF insured. • May lose value if surrendered early.

This document is not a legal contract. For the exact terms and conditions, please refer to the contract.
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Trends come and go over time, but some things always 
stay in style: good manners, a string of pearls, a ’65 
Mustang … and a worry-free retirement.

With ClassicMarkSM fixed indexed annuities, you can rely  
on valuable product benefits that stand the test of time: 

Let’s get together to discuss how ClassicMarkSM can help you experience a worry-free 
retirement. Contact me today.
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Retire in Style

And it is all backed by the strength and stability of an insurer you can trust: 
“A” rated†† Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company.

Diverse interest crediting 

strategy choices to grow 

your wealth and capitalize 

on the performance of a 

variety of markets. 

Generous penalty-free 
access to your money 
starting after just 30 days.**

A substantial 1.60% 

minimum guarantee* to 

protect and grow 100% of 

your money—even if the 

market declines.

The ability to leave a 30%
greater death benefit to
your beneficiaries with an
optional rider.† 


